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Press release – Milipol Asia-Pacific 2022 – 18 May 2022 
 

TRD Breaking New Frontiers in Fighting Emerging UAS 
Threats and Establishing Itself as a Global CUAS Player 
 

SINGAPORE – Home-grown company, TRD Singapore unveiled its advanced state-
of-the-art ORION-I CUAS Vehicle that was successfully delivered to an ASEAN Police 
Force last month. 
 

 
TRD’s ORION-I CUAS Vehicle displayed at Milipol Asia-Pacific 2022 attracts overwhelming visitors 

 

Sam Ong, TRD’s CEO told reporters at Milipol Asia-Pacific 2022, “The ORION-I CUAS 
Vehicle consists of Radar, RF, Camera, and Jammer, fully integrated into the 
company’s ORION-C2 that is used to protect against drone attacks anytime, 
anywhere. We are pleased to announce that the team has already delivered over 10 
of these uniquely configured vehicles to meet our customer’s needs.” 
 

Riding on the recent success of its on-time vehicle delivery, Ong also mentioned that 
the company was recently awarded a fixed site project including close to a hundred 
drone guns by another ASEAN Police, valued at more than US$5 million. 
 

At the show, TRD further showcased its extended full-suite fixed site CUAS solution 
that incorporates advanced soft kill such as spoofing and take control, as well as hard 
kill and drone-on-drone capabilities to deal with emerging drone threats.  
 

 
 

TRD Showcasing their Extended ORION-I Fixed Site CUAS Solution (TRD) 
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TRD also launched its first-in-the-world new generation 7 bands drone gun with fully 
digital networked Mobile Operating Console (MOC) and Gun Training Simulator (GTS) 
to bring the performance of its existing ORION drone guns to new heights.  
 

Seen first at Milipol, the ORION-MOC is an enhancement to its drone guns, allowing 
it to operate as system-of-systems, where it can connect and inter-operate with its 
fixed site or vehicle C2. In addition, the MOC provides the operator with an intuitive 
fully digital console to control, monitor and record drone gun operations. 
 

 
 

ORION-MOC Mobile Hardware attached to the ORION Drone Gun and its UI (TRD) 
 

The ORION-GTS is a drone gun training simulator using Augmented Reality for 
training and mission rehearsals. Running on a tablet mounted on the ORION drone 
gun simulator, the GTS simulates drone targets on a live video feed while providing a 
real-world touch and feel to the actual mission. This will provide operators with a 
realistic training environment and drone gun operation anytime and anywhere, without 
the need to fly live drones or emitting jamming signals. 
 

 
 

ORION-GTS Drone Gun Training Simulator and its UI (TRD) 
 

Ong adds, “Above and beyond current offers, TRD is fast-tracking its developmental 
cycle to come out with innovative solutions that counter emerging UAS threats, 
focusing not just on technology, but also on the concept of operations and a wider 
spectrum of applications including high-value civilian infrastructure such as airports 
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and oil and gas. There are no silver bullets in countering drone threats, but our 
passionate in-house team is engineering new possibilities to address emerging threats 
as part of our three-year R&D roadmap such as swarm drone attacks.” 
 
Under the company’s strategy of “Grow ASEAN, Go Global” this year, TRD continues 
to grow its market share in all ASEAN and extend its global reach by showcasing and 
demonstrating its capabilities in the Middle East, United States, and Latin America 
over the past six months. TRD’s suite of CUAS products and solutions have competed 
against the best-in-class and reflects the company’s constant innovative philosophy in 
search of excellence to make lives safer for all. 
 

 
 

TRD’s 2022 Strategy of Grow ASEAN Go Global (TRD) 
 

TRD anticipates the number of countries using their CUAS equipment to double from 
the existing 16 in the next 12 months, and its revenue to triple in the near term. 
 

*** 
 

TRD Singapore is a leading provider of Anti-Drone products and solutions. The 
company integrates a wide range of market-leading drone detection sensors from 
reputable global suppliers with its own in-house soft-kill and hard-kill mitigation means 
to provide the best-in-class Anti-Drone solution, ranging from man-portable, to vehicle-
mounted, to fixed site configuration under its ORION family of Anti-Drone Systems. Its 
systems have been used and proven in over 16 countries, including all ASEAN, Middle 
East, and Europe, since 2016 to secure high-profile events and high-value 
infrastructures. TRD’s philosophy is to continue innovation to meet the demands of the 
future in the fastest and most effective way, and be a world-class partner for advanced 
C4I and security systems to make life safer.   
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